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Ничего не выходит. Почему нет? A: И - это присоединительное сочетание ИЛИ, поэтому в выражении "Ничего не

выходит" в его месте запятая не нужна. Пример: "Если он не вышел на улицу, то к ним придет следующий парень, и
ничего не выходит" - выполняется цепочка, запятая не нужна. Кроме того, фраза "Почему нет?" - выступительный

вопрос с ответом, и запятая нужна, поскольку второе слово всегда относи
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(Visited 30 times, 1 visits today) Comments Best of all, this version of the program is free. This is great as it's very expensive.
The trial version only allows you to create and edit documents, you are not able to work with the base library. More. FEMA

Warehouse Area in Christchurch a hazard after Christchurch earthquake - GetHuman ====== Cushman I would say this is not
an entirely fair characterization of the situation there. The top floor of the warehouse is still completely undamaged, and that's

where the temporary housing is located. The rest of the warehouse is floors 2 through 10. Of those, several stores (not including
the cleanroom) are completely intact, and the rest are damaged. The cleanroom was almost completely uninhabitable, but is as

of yet uninjured. The other decent news is that there are still at least some good people out there looking for stuff for their
neighbors. ~~~ regularfry This site isn't great at going through the details, but it says > The closest safe structure to the damaged

site, where food, fuel, water and > other goods are likely to have been stored, is in the nearby port area. which isn't exactly
correct - there's a significant patch of houses around there, in the suburb of Riccarton. The water (and fuel) thing would be
more significant if that were the case, because it's the city's main water supply and a large portion of the city's generating
capacity - and both are susceptible to running dry. However, even if that's the case, it doesn't apply to the cleanroom. That

entrance is on a well-staffed road, and the cleanroom is on the harbour side and well-drained. ~~~ Cushman That's an interesting
point about the cleanroom. That risk of a fuel shortage may not be small, but it's not as significant as the problems with power

and water. ~~~ regularfry I'm not entirely certain that that's the case, given the site's proximity to the 3e33713323
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